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SUMMARY

Tissues undergoing morphogenesis impose mechanical effects on one another. How developmental pro-
grams adapt to or take advantage of these effects remains poorly explored. Here, using a combination of
live imaging, modeling, and microsurgical perturbations, we show that the axial and paraxial tissues in the
forming avian embryonic body coordinate their rates of elongation through mechanical interactions. First,
a cell motility gradient drives paraxial presomitic mesoderm (PSM) expansion, resulting in compression of
the axial neural tube and notochord; second, elongation of axial tissues driven by PSM compression and
polarized cell intercalation pushes the caudal progenitor domain posteriorly; finally, the axial push drives
the lateral movement of midline PSM cells to maintain PSM growth and cell motility. These interactions
form an engine-like positive feedback loop, which sustains a shared elongation rate for coupled tissues.
Our results demonstrate a key role of inter-tissue forces in coordinating distinct body axis tissues during their
co-elongation.

INTRODUCTION

During development, the morphogenesis of one tissue can pro-

duce forces that directly impact the dynamics of its neighboring

tissues (Alvarez and Schoenwolf, 1992; Savin et al., 2011; Lye

et al., 2015; Morita et al., 2017; Bailles et al., 2019). These inter-

actions may play a role not only in controlling the correct devel-

opment of each tissue and organ but also in coordinating them

into an integrated system. Such role of inter-tissue forces is

poorly explored due to the challenge of experimentally detecting

and applying forces and the lack of a framework that bridges

developmental signals, cell dynamics, and tissue mechanics.

Avian embryos are an ideal vertebrate system to address

these challenges because of their large size and accessibility.

The forming body axis provides a striking example of the coordi-

nated morphogenesis of multiple distinct tissues (Bénazéraf and

Pourquié, 2013). The axis forms in a head to tail (anterior to pos-

terior [AP]) sequence where tissues derived from the three germ

layers are progressively added from a posterior growth zone

(e.g., primitive streak and tailbud). The posterior movement of

the growth zone lays down in its trail a conserved pattern of tis-

sues, which include the axial organs: neural tube (NT) and noto-

chord (NC), and the flanking paraxial tissues: presomitic meso-

derm (PSM), intermediate mesoderm, and lateral plates

(Figures 1A and 1B). While these tissues achieve similar lengths

at the same pace, they exhibit distinct cellular organization and

elongation dynamics (Keller andDanilchik, 1988; Shih and Keller,

1992; Steventon et al., 2016; Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001; Glick-

man et al., 2003; Sausedo and Schoenwolf, 1993; Yang et al.,

2002; Bénazéraf et al., 2010, 2017; Dray et al., 2013). First, the

elongation of the NC and NT largely relies on intrinsic cell polar-

ity-driven medio-lateral (ML) intercalation promoting conver-

gence and extension along the AP axis. In contrast, the adjacent

PSM shows limited convergence in the posterior body axis re-

gion (Shih and Keller, 1992; Bénazéraf and Pourquié, 2013). Sec-

ond, in NC and NT, cells exhibit an epithelial organization, move

coherently, and only limited cell rearrangements are seen, while

in the PSM cells are mesenchymal, show random cell move-

ments and extensive cell mixing (Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001;

Bénazéraf et al., 2010). Third, in tailbud stages, both NT and

PSM rely on new cell addition from a specific subdomain of

the growth zone called the chordo-neural hinge (or PD for pro-

genitor domain) at the posterior end of the axis (Figure 1A). To

enter the PSM, newly specified PSM cells on the ventral side
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of the PD move laterally away from the midline (Denans et al.,

2015). In contrast, NC lengthens mainly through cell rearrange-

ment and differentiation with little addition of new cells (Sausedo

and Schoenwolf, 1993; Bénazéraf et al., 2017). These differ-

ences in cell behaviors lead to counterintuitive cellular dynamics

such as sliding between PSM and NC cells where NC cells

appear to move faster posteriorly than PSM cells relative to the

somites, despite that the two tissues elongate hand in hand (Fig-

ure 1B; Yang et al., 2002; Glickman et al., 2003; Bénazéraf et al.,

2017). These observations raise the question of how do the PSM,

NC, and NT, which employ such distinct cellular processes to

lengthen, coordinate their elongation during body axis

formation?

Mechanical interactions between tissues might offer an

answer to this question. The close proximity and lack of intersti-

tial space between the PSM, NC, NT, and the PD at the posterior

end of the body axis (Schoenwolf, 1979) means that the defor-

mation of one would likely have a direct mechanical effect on

Figure 1. Avian Posterior Body Axis Tissues

and Their Cellular Dynamics during Elonga-

tion

(A) Diagram of the avian body axis (left) and its

composing tissues (right). Cross-section (1) shows

the formed section of the body axis, including a

closed neural tube (NT, purple), rod-like notochord

(NC, red), and somites (blue), with significant inter-

stitial space between them. Cross-section (2) shows

the newly formed section in the posterior near the

PD, including a folding neural plate (purple), a wider

NC (red), and presomitic mesoderm (PSM, blue),

which are in close contact. In (1), the uncolored

small squares by the somites represent the inter-

mediate mesoderm, and the further lateral unco-

lored blocks represent the lateral plate mesoderm.

The red box marks the posterior body axis shown in

a detailed ventral view of the tissue arrangement.

The NT and NC are in the middle anterior to the PD,

flanked by two stripes of PSM and columns of so-

mites. A lowercase letter ‘‘p’’ (or ‘‘a’’) in front of NC/

NT/PSM indicates ‘‘posterior’’ (or ‘‘anterior’’), same

in other figures.

(B) The elongating posterior body axis of a chicken

embryo. On the left, the magnified area shows the

spatial arrangement of the PD and newly formed

NC, NT, and PSM, as illustrated in (A). On the right,

axis elongation is observed over time. Empty ar-

rowheads mark the same somite as a reference;

filled arrowheads mark the PD. Scale bars, 200 mm.

(C) Schematic view of the reference axes used for

plotting cell dynamics data. The node area (red

circle) is set as the origin (0,0). A, anterior; P, pos-

terior; M, medial; L, lateral. In this reference frame,

body axis elongation is represented by the posterior

to anterior movement of PSM cells as they are left

behind by the node (orange arrows). The posterior

area to the node (PD) has a positive AP position

while the anterior area to the node (NC) has a

negative AP position.

(D and E) Average cell speed along the AP (D) and

LM (E) axes. Along AP, negative indicates P to A

movement relative to the node (0,0). Along LM,

negative and positive indicate convergent (L to M)

and dispersive (M to L) movements, respectively.

Each bin integrates 100 mm along the AP axis

averaging 100–200-speed measurements from all

time points of the video. Error bars: ±SEM. Each

video is repeated at least 3 times. In each embryo,

around 50 cells were tracked through �200-time

points.

(F) Cell ‘‘diffusivity’’ obtained by fitting the mean

square displacement (MSD) of single-cell tracks

with a drifting speed (directional, v) and a diffusion

component (random, D) where MSD = 4Dt + v2t2. t is

time. Error bars: ±SEM.
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the others. Indeed, it was found that ablating the posterior PSM

(pPSM) greatly reduces the elongation rate of all tissues (Béna-

zéraf et al., 2010). This finding suggests that the pPSM may me-

chanically contribute to axial elongation. It was further hypothe-

sized that cell motility in the PSM produces tissue expansion

forces (Bénazéraf et al., 2010; Regev et al., 2017). To test these

possibilities, tissue and cell behaviors need to be observed

in vivo with a readout of tissue forces.

Here, we used soft gels to replace different tissues in the elon-

gating posterior body axis of chicken embryos to track the forces

applied by the neighboring tissues. We found that the pPSM

compresses the axial tissues. This extrinsic force adds to the

intrinsic process of cell intercalation to promote convergence

and elongation of the NT and NC. The compression requires

FGF-dependent cell motility in the pPSM while the NT cell inter-

calation requires Wnt/PCP (planar cell polarity)-mediated cell

polarity. Using an agent(cell)-based model that incorporates

cell motility and polarity, we faithfully recapitulate the dynamics

of cells and tissues under different experimental conditions.

Themodel predicts that the advancing axial tissues exert a push-

ing force on the PD, which we validated by gel deformation. Sur-

prisingly, the model also predicts that the lateral movement of

the PSM cells from the ventral midline requires this axial pushing

force. To test this hypothesis, we inserted a magnet-controlled

pin in place of the posterior NC/NT (pNC/pNT) region to apply

a posteriorly oriented force to the PD. This mechanical signal

partially restores PSM cell movements and posterior movement

of the PD (i.e., axial elongation). Together, our findings reveal

mechanical coupling between the PSM and axial tissues: the

left and right pPSMs generate a bilateral compression of the axial

tissues promoting their elongation. The axial tissues in turn push

on the PD promoting PSM growth by driving cell flow. These in-

teractions form a self-sustaining positive feedback loop that pre-

vents elongation offset from occurring between different tissues.

Just like an internal combustion engine that self-refills fuel for the

next cycle, expanding pPSM (combustion) forces axial tissues

(piston) to drive PSM progenitors (fuel) out of the PD (fuel

reserve). Our model thus provides a simple physical mechanism

and an intuitive explanation of the striking robustness and coor-

dination between tissues observed in chicken embryonic body

axis elongation.

RESULTS

Cellular Dynamics of Axial and Paraxial Elongation
To set up a quantitative baseline of tissue and cell behaviors dur-

ing body axis elongation, we performed live imaging of

Tg(CAG:GFP) chicken (McGrew et al., 2008) embryos after label-

ing the new PSM cells and progenitors in the primitive streak and

tailbud with DiI (Figures S1A and S1B; Video S1) between

Hamburger Hamilton (HH) stages 8 and 14. During these stages,

body elongation first follows the regression of the primitive streak

and then the posterior movement of the tailbud. These move-

ments result in the progressive formation of the NT, NC, and

PSM (among other tissues) at the posterior end of the embryo

(Hamburger, 1992).

Using cell tracking (Figure S1C), we analyzed the movement

of cells relative to the Node (Figure 1C). Both axially localized

cells (including NC cells and new PSM cells from the PD) and

paraxially localized PSM cells are left behind by the Node but

at increasingly different speeds (Figure 1D, note that while

some axial cells move posteriorly with the Node, others are

left behind, resulting in a net negative average speed at the

Node [position 0]). This speed offset reflects the rate of the pos-

terior movement of the PD (i.e., the elongation rate). In early

embryos, at the PD level, cells move away from the midline

while in the PSM flanking the NC, cells converge toward the

midline (Figure 1E, positive indicates medial-to-lateral move-

ment). Similar dynamics occur in later stage embryos but at

markedly reduced average speeds (Figure 1E). The medial-to-

lateral dispersion of new PSM cells at the PD level results in

their joining the PSM on both sides of the axis (Figure S1D).

This dispersion speed is an indirect measurement of the PSM

cell addition rate as the PD and PSM form a continuum of

cell flow. To measure the motility of cells (Figure S1E), we fit

the tracks with a diffusion model to separate the directional

and non-directional components (Regev et al., 2017). This al-

lows us to assess the local motility or ‘‘cell diffusivity’’ in the

PSM. A posterior to anterior motility gradient is observed in

both early and later stages of elongation (Figure 1F). These

cellular dynamics are consistent with previous studies (Kulesa

and Fraser, 2002; Yang et al., 2002; Manning and Kimelman,

2015; Lawton et al., 2013; Bénazéraf et al., 2010, 2017).

Posterior PSM Exerts a Lateral-to-Medial Compression
on the Axial Tissues
To investigate how the pPSM affects the axial tissues, we per-

formed bilateral ablations of the pPSM (Figure 2A). Interestingly,

both pNC and pNT remained wider even after PSM cuts closed,

suggesting impaired tissue convergence (Figures 2B, 2C, and

S2L). Correspondingly, the elongation rate of the operated em-

bryos reduces drastically (Figures S2A–S2C). These data show

that the pPSM is required for the convergence and elongation

of the axial tissues. To test if pPSM supplies a biochemical cue

to promote axial elongation, we inserted tailored aluminum foil

pieces between pPSM and pNC/NT to cut off signal exchange

(Figure 2D). Unlike pPSM ablation, foil insertion does not slow

down elongation (Figure 2E), suggesting the requirement of

pPSM is not through diffusible signals. To test if the pPSM

passively confines pNC/pNT to prevent their lateral expansion,

we replaced the pPSM with a stiff alginate gel (1% alginate at

100 mM Ca2+) as a barrier. The gel-flanked portions of pNC/

pNT remained wider (Figure S2D, n = 4/4), suggesting that the

pPSM actively compresses the axial tissues. To detect this

compression, we replaced the pNC with a soft alginate gel con-

taining fluorescent beads (Figure S2F, 1% alginate at 10 mM

Ca2+, order of 100 Pa (Banerjee et al., 2009), comparable to em-

bryonic tissues (Zhou et al., 2009)), which showed �5% narrow-

ing indicating that pPSM produces compressive stress in the or-

der of 10 s of Pa. We further lowered the gel stiffness by injecting

a 1%alginate solution into ablation sites allowing gelation in vivo.

Using live confocal imaging, we found that these implants are

more deformable as a paste and round up edges quickly under

surface tension (Figure 2F; Video S2). The pNC/pNT implant nar-

rows significantly over time along the LM axis (Figures 2F–2H).

Similar deformation dynamics were observed in replacement ex-

periments of the pNC (Figures S2G–S2I) or the pNT (Figures S2J

and S2K) alone. These results together show that pPSM
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contributes to axial convergence and elongation through lateral

tissue compression.

Cellular Basis of PSMCompression, Axial Convergence,
and Elongation
To investigate how pPSM creates compression on axial tissues,

we constructed a 2D agent (i.e., cell-based computational

model; Figure 3A; Video S3). The model contains a field of

PSM cells subdivided by the axial tissue in the midline and the

posterior PD that supplies new PSM cells (for the feasibility of

simulation the number of cells is small comparedwith the real tis-

Figure 2. Posterior PSM Exerts a Lateral

Compression on Axial Tissues

(A) Ablation of the pPSM. The top schematic shows

a cross-section of the operated area. Red dashed

boxes mark ablated pPSM (blue). Embryo images

show axial tissue dynamics after pPSM ablation.

Asterisks indicate the closing PSM ablation sites

shortly after ablation (hps, hours post-surgery). The

dark line in the midline of the embryo delineates NC

(the short red lines measure NC’s width). Lighter

regions besides the NC show the neural folds on the

further dorsal side (the white dashed lines measure

NT’s width). The widths were measured for both the

wound sites and a control area posterior to the

wound sites (Post.). Scale bar, 500 mm.

(B and C) NT and NC width after pPSM ablation

(control n = 7, pPSM n = 10). Asterisks indicate

significant difference (p < 0.01, t tests, unpaired

[black], paired [red]). ‘‘Post.’’ is a control area pos-

terior to the wound site as annotated in (A). Error

bars: ±SD.

(D) Foil insertion between pPSM and pNC/pNT.

Foils (arrowheads) are vertically inserted between

the tissues and are observed to move along during

elongation. Scale bar, 500 mm.

(E) Elongation speeds in Foil insertion experiments.

Con, Control (no insertion); Lat, Lateral insertion

between pPSM and pNC/NT; Axi, axial cross-

sectional insertion between pNC and PD (see Fig-

ure S2E). Error bars: ±SD. The average speeds of

these groups are not significantly different (p > 0.05,

t tests).

(F) Gel implant followed by confocal timelapse. The

top schematic shows cross-section of the operated

area. Red dashed boxes mark ablated pNC (red)

and pNT (purple). Images are maximum projections

of GFP (shown in red) z stacks (dorsal view). The

asterisk shows the convergence and closure of NT

anterior to the implant site. Arrow marks protruding

NC underneath the NT. Scale bar, 200 mm. See also

Video S2.

(G) Quantified shape changes of the gel implant in

(F). Length (l) is measured along the midline, width

(w) is measured following the widest line perpen-

dicular to the midline. The consistent narrowing was

observed in n = 3 videos.

(H) Contours of the gel implant in (G).

sues but has a similar paraxial-axial pro-

portion). All cells occupy a volume in the

tissue and thus push against each other

upon close contact. Cell movement is

countered by a resistance mimicking the

effect of the viscous extracellular environ-

ment (Figures S3A and S3B; STAR Methods). When a motility

gradient is added across the field of PSM cells, the high motility

region (corresponding to the pPSM) shows a diffusion-like

expansion (Figure S3C) on the tissue level that reproduces ob-

servations in isolated PSM explants (Palmeirim et al., 1998).

When this expansion encounters a lateral boundary, such as

the axial tissues, a pressure gradient parallel to the motility

gradient is recorded (Figure S3D). To test this pressure gradient

in vivo, we replaced the aNC with gels (Figures S3E and S3F). In

contrast to the pNC control, gels replacing aNC show minimal

deformations (Figures S3G and S3H). These data are consistent
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with the pPSM (but not the aPSM) generating compression in the

region of maximal cell motility (Figure 1F). Our model also gener-

ates the cell density gradient observed in the PSM in vivo (Fig-

ures S3I and S3J), which is another consequence of the motility

gradient and tissue expansion. To model axial cell behaviors, we

implemented a polarity parameter that controls the shape of the

axial cells. A polarized axial cell is elongated along the ML axis

and intercalates with other axial cells more easily in the model,

Figure 3. PSM Cell Motility and Axial Cell Po-

larity Contribute to Axial Elongation

(A) Agent-based 2D model for posterior body axis

elongation. Cell centroids but not cell shapes are

shown for the ease of visualization. NC/NT cells

(red) are flanked by PSM cells (blue). New PSM cells

are added from the PD domain (orange box) peri-

odically on the midline. The simulation recapitulates

axis elongation (dashed line) and axial convergence

(brackets). See also Video S3.

(B) Elongation speed as a function of PSM cell

motility and axial cell polarity in the model. Results

were averaged from 10 simulation runs (4,000 time-

steps each) for each parameter pair.

(C) Inhibition of FGF signaling by electroporating a

dominant-negative FGFR1 and aGFP construct into

the PSM. Bright-field and GFP fluorescence images

of representative embryos (ventral view) at three

different time points are shown. Dashed lines con-

tour the narrowing pNT behind the pPSM, dark

strips in the fluorescent images are the NC tissue

flanked by electroporated PSM cells. Scale bars,

200 mm.

(D and E) Convergence of pNT after dnFGFR1 in-

duction and after WNT5A injection, respectively.

Each line represents one embryo. The width is

normalized to the width at the first time point. The

perturbed convergence rate was significantly lower

compared with control in both cases (p < 0.05,

t tests).

mimicking the cell shape and behavior

observed in vivo such as neural progeni-

tors in the NT (Colas and Schoenwolf,

2001). To model the PD production of

newPSMcells, we periodically added cells

posterior to the axial end in the simulation

iterations. This mimics the in vivo configu-

ration where the anterior primitive streak

or tailbud adds PSM cells ventrally at the

axis end by ingression and proliferation

(for simplicity, we only consider the PD

placement at the posterior end of the

midline, which is similar to the actual

geometrical arrangement between

different stages and species. In addition,

the newly added cells behave identically

to PSM cells as their in vivo counterparts

have undergone PSM specification and

epithelial to mesenchymal transition

[EMT, Denans et al., 2015] before moving

to the ventral midline). A combination of

the PSM motility gradient, the polarization

of axial cells, and the cell addition from PD produces sustained

axial convergence and elongation in silico (Figure 3B; Video S3).

To test the key cell behavior assumptions (motility and polarity)

of themodel, we considered themolecular signals known to con-

trol these cell properties. FGF signaling is known to control the

cell motility gradient in the PSM (Bénazéraf et al., 2010). We

reduced cell motility by electroporating an inducible dominant-

negative FGF receptor (dnFGFR1) construct and a fluorescent
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reporter in the PD (the anterior primitive streak, Iimura and Pour-

quié, 2008). The electroporation allows PSM-specific expression

of the transgenic construct (Figure S3K). Embryos in which FGF

signaling is inhibited in the PSM exhibit a wider pNT as seen after

pPSM ablation, together with slower pNT convergence and axis

elongation (Figures 3C and 3D; Bénazéraf et al., 2010). Similar

results on pNT convergence and elongation were obtained by

electroporation of a dominant-negative MAP kinase (dnMKK1;

Figures S3L and S3M; Delfini et al., 2005) and by embryo treat-

ment with the FGF inhibitor PD173074 (data not shown). Further-

more, embryos treated with Blebbistatin to directly inhibit cell

movement show no medial-lateral compression on implanted

gels and delayed axial convergence (Figures 4G and S3O).

These data support the hypothesis that pPSM cell movement

downstream of FGF signaling collectively generates compres-

sion on the axial tissues.

pNT and pNC cells exhibit cell polarity, which promotes active

ML intercalation driving intrinsic tissue elongation (Keller et al.,

2008; Williams et al., 2014). In amphibian embryos, interfering

with cell polarity by disrupting the posterior WNT5 gradient by

either up- or down-regulating the pathway reduces axial conver-

gence and elongation (Moon et al., 1993; Wallingford and Har-

land, 2001). We tested whether disrupting ML cell intercalation

byWNT5A also interferes with axis elongation in the chicken em-

bryo. We injected WNT5A protein into the anterior portion of the

pPSM or the pNT, where endogenous expression is low

(Chapman et al., 2004). This efficiently slowed down elongation

while control injections of the buffer, WNT10 at the same location

or WNT5A at the Node (where endogenous expression is high),

did not have any significant impact (Figures S4A–S4C). Consis-

tently, the pNT in WNT5A-injected embryos maintained a larger

width compared with controls (Figures 3E, S4A0, and S4B0), indi-
cating impaired convergence. To analyze cell polarity changes

following WNT5A perturbation, we electroporated a mem-

brane-tagged GFP in the NT, which allows mosaic labeling of

pNT cells that highlight cell shapes (Figure S5A). We also

compared NT cell nuclei shapes following DAPI staining (Fig-

ure S5B). This analysis revealed that WNT5A causes a reduction

of the lateral-medial polarization of NT cells in terms of cell shape

(Figure S5D), while PSM cells did not exhibit changes in cell

shape or density in the WNT5A condition (Figures S5C and

S5E). Furthermore, the PSM cell motility gradient was unaffected

(Figure S5F). Using live imaging and cell tracking, we found that

themedial-lateral intercalation of pNT cells wass greatly reduced

following WNT5A injection (Figures S5G and S5H). These results

suggest that WNT5A perturbation delays convergence and elon-

gation by disrupting NT cell polarity, consistent with previous

studies. Taken together, our data suggest that FGF signaling in

the PSM and WNT/PCP signaling in the NT provide extrinsic

and intrinsic forces of axial elongation throughmotility and polar-

ity, respectively. These results add confidence to our model as-

sumptions, allowing us to utilize the model to further dissect the

role of these mechanical interactions between tissues.

Elongating Axial Tissues Produce a Pushing Force on
the Progenitor Domain
Our perturbations show that the posterior movement of the PD

(which marks elongation) greatly slows down whenever axial tis-

sues are perturbed (Figures S2B, S2C, and S4), suggesting that

the movement of the PD is not autonomous but rather requires

pNT/pNC. Inserting a piece of aluminum foil to separate pNT/

pNC from the PD does not affect elongation (Figures 2D and

S2E), suggesting that the pNT/pNC requirement is not due to a

diffusible molecular signal. To understand how axial elongation

promotes PD movement, we resorted to our simulation.

Counter-intuitively, ablating PD is predicted to slow down elon-

gation more mildly compared with pPSM or axial ablations,

which agrees with the experiments (Figures 4A and 4B; Video

S4; compare with Figures S2A–S2C). We followed the average

AP forces that two representative cells experience in the simula-

tions (arrows in Figure 4A): one axial cell in the midline bordering

the PD thus detecting the net force from the axial tissue and the

PD, the other a paraxial PSM cell that starts at the same AP level

for comparison. The PSM cell is initially pushed posteriorly (by

other pPSM cells) but then anteriorly as it transitions to become

an aPSM cell, consistent with the model of pPSM expansion

(Figure 4C). In contrast, the axial cell (and the PD) is continuously

pushed toward the posterior. To test whether this predicted

pushing force exists in vivo, we replaced the PD with a soft algi-

nate gel. Strikingly, the gel thins along AP especially in themiddle

where it is in direct contact with the axial structures (Figures 4D–

4F; Video S5). This is in sharp contrast to the lateral-to-medial

compressive deformations seen in gels that replace the pNT or

pNC (Figures 2F–2H andS2F–S2K; Video S2), showing that elon-

gating axial tissues indeed push on the PD. This pushing force is

also dependent on cell movement and the pPSM (Figure 4G).

Notably, as the PD is the source that supplies new cells to the

pPSM, the axial push might impact the dynamics of new PSM

cells on the midline. In some PD gel replacement experiments,

as the axial tissues advance, the gel is seen to move aside

from the midline and into the paraxial pPSM (data not shown),

raising the possibility that new PSM cells might respond to the

axial push in a similar fashion. To test this, we replaced the PD

and midline PSM domain of a transgenic host embryo by a

different colored donor (Figure 4H; Huss et al., 2015). The trans-

plant appears flattened on the anterior similar to gel deforma-

tions, suggesting tissues respond to the high stress at the

axial-PD interface. Cells at the anterior lateral sides of the trans-

plant start to move medial-laterally into the pPSM. These obser-

vations suggest that the axial push may be required for driving

the medial-lateral PSM cell flow.

Axial Push Is Required for New PSM Cell Addition to the
Posterior PSM
To test the effect of the axial push on the midline PSM cells, we

analyzed the average PSM cell movement in the simulation. The

model recapitulates the long-term trajectories of PSM cells

including their medial-to-lateral movement from the midline (Fig-

ures 5A–5C; see also Figure 1E). In the simulation, there are no

additional assumptions beyond cell motility and mechanical

pushes between cells. Therefore, the medial-to-lateral move-

ment is promoted simply as the elongating axial tissue pushes

the PD posteriorly and occupies the midline space (Video S4).

Indeed, our cell tracking (both in simulations and imaging exper-

iments) shows that, following axial ablation, the ML speed of

PSM cells exiting the midline is reduced along with the elonga-

tion rate (Figures 5B–5E and S5I; Video S6), indicating that the

rate of PSM growth is slowed down. Furthermore, the motility
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Figure 4. Axial Tissues Exert a Pushing Force

on the PD

(A) The layout of the model showing simulated ab-

lations (boxes) corresponding to results in (B).

Empty arrow, an axial cell; filled arrow, a PSM cell.

See also Video S4.

(B) Axial elongation speeds (±SEM) for both before

and after tissue ablation. For PD, cell addition was

disabled at the beginning of the simulation. Speeds

were averaged over 2,000-time points in each

simulation. Each experiment includes n = 40 simu-

lations. p = 0.93, control; p < 0.05, other groups

(paired t tests).

(C) Net forces along AP experienced by an axial cell

and a PSM cell. The cells start at the same AP level

as marked in (A). Positive indicates A to P. Data

points are binned by 200 iteration windows. Curves:

4 times moving average.

(D) Gel replacement of PD followed by confocal

timelapse. Green indicates spots of DiI injection to

follow cell movements. Spots in the pPSM can be

seen expanding while the axial tissues narrow.

Scale bar, 200 mm.

(E) Quantified shape changes of the gel implant in

(D). Consistent observations in n = 3 embryos.

(F) Contours of the gel implant in (D). The asterisk

highlights the indentation where the gel is in contact

with pNC.

(G) Summary of gel replacement experiments. The l/

w ratios after 2–3 h are plotted as a percentage of

the initial aspect ratio. Tissue names indicate

implant locations (e.g., pNC, PD), ‘‘±’’ indicates

further perturbations (e.g., blebbistatin treatment

[+Bleb.] and pPSM ablation [�pPSM]). Error

bars: ±SD. Asterisks: p < 0.05, t tests. n.s.: p = 0.4.

See also Figures S3O and S3P.

(H) Shape change and cell dispersion of PD trans-

plants. A group of GFP+ progenitors (shown in red)

is transplanted posterior to the pNC of cherry+ host

(shown in green). arrows: cells in the transplant

disperse into host pPSM. Anterior flattening of the

transplant and cell dispersion was observed in n = 4/

6 similar experiments. Scale bar, 100 mm.
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gradient is not sustained (Figure 5F) due to the reduced addition

of motile cells. These results suggest that the axial tissues not

only push the PD posteriorly, but in doing so also promote cell

addition into the pPSM thus extending PSM length and sustain-

ing the motility gradient. However, a more definitive test of this

hypothesis would require the direct application of pushing forces

on the PD in place of the axial tissues.

Externally Applied Axial Push Rescues PD Posterior
Movement and Cell Addition to the PSM
To apply an ectopic pushing force on the PD, we first performed

an ablation of the pNC and then inserted a steel pin through the

NT at the ablation site immediately anterior to the PD (Figure 6A).

The main portion of the pin resides in the semi-liquid culture me-

dium while the remaining tip portion stays at the embryonic tis-

sue level. This tip can rotate in the opposite direction of the

main portion at the vitelline membrane entry point (Figure 6B).

In this way, the pin acts as a lever that can be controlled remotely

using magnets, allowing a pushing force to be applied on the tis-

sue toward a specified direction (Figure 6C). Using alginate gels

(1–10 kPa) in place of embryos under the same experimental set

up (Figure S6A), we found that the pin creates strains compara-

ble with those induced by pNC in softer gels (Figure S6B), sug-

gesting the ectopic pin stress is higher than the endogenous

forces. Nonetheless, the NT and PD stayed largely intact despite

some tear near the pin insertion site (Figure 6C). Embryos with

clean and minimally invasively inserted pins were incubated for

4 h with or without the magnets and then imaged without the

pin (live imaging was not feasible with the pin andmagnet setup).

In the absence of the magnet, the pin stands straight and axis

elongation and PSM cell addition are slowed down as expected

Figure 5. Axial Push Is Required for Cell Addi-

tion from the PD to the PSM

(A) Axial ablation in the embryo and the model.

Purple boxes label the surgically and digitally abla-

ted areas, respectively. The AP axis labels of the

simulation field (�3 to 2) correspond to the AP dis-

tances to node in (B) and (C). See also Video S4.

(B) Modeled AP velocity (compare to experimental

measurements in D), recapitulating elongation

(indicated by a negative AP speed), and slow down

of elongation after axial ablation. Error bars: ±SEM

(same in C-F).

(C) Modeled PSM cell LM velocity (compare with

experimental measurements in E), recapitulating

convergence, midline-exit, and reduction of midline-

exit after axial ablation (n = 40 simulations. Asterisks,

p < 0.05, paired t tests).

(D–F) Average PSM cell AP (D) and LM (E) velocity

and diffusivity (F) under different surgical ablations

(n = 3 each). Measured and plotted similarly as in

Figures 1D–1F. See also Video S6.

in pNC ablation experiments, indicated by

a reduction of both PD posterior movement

and medial-to-lateral spread of midline

PSM cells (Figures 6D–6G). Strikingly,

when the magnetic field was present to

let the pin push along the posterior direc-

tion onto the PD (Figure 6C), both the pos-

terior movement of the PD and the medial-lateral spread of PSM

cells were partially restored (Figures 6D–6G). This rescue exper-

iment shows that an external mechanical push can mimic the

axial pushing force to drive the PD to move posteriorly and to in-

crease the lateral addition of new PSM cells.

Coupling Cell Dynamics and Tissue Forces Results in a
Self-Sustaining Elongation Engine
Our findings show two mechanical interactions between tissues

in the elongating body axis: the ML compression of axial tissues

by the pPSM and the antero-posterior push on the PD by axial

tissues (Figure 7A). In addition, the axial push drives new PSM

cell addition to sustain pPSM growth and cell motility, thus form-

ing a positive feedback loop (Figure 7B). While these forces do

not represent all processes that drive elongation in these tissues,

their simple cross-talk uniquely ensures tight coordination be-

tween axial and paraxial tissues, which would be difficult to

achieve with separate tissue-intrinsic elongation programs. A

closed-loop implies that pPSM will feedback to itself. To test

this, we looked at PSM cell addition in pPSM ablated embryos.

Indeed, lack of pPSM delays the lateral movement of the midline

PSM cells even with intact axial tissues (Figures 7C–7E; Video

S7), and the axial pushing force is reduced when pPSM is abla-

ted or loses cell motility (Figure 4G). These results show a tight

linkage between inter-tissue mechanics and cell dynamics in

this system. Our model also predicts that co-elongation will be

disrupted (i.e., length offsets between tissues will emerge) as a

result of breaking the feedback loop (Figure S6C; Video S4).

Indeed, ablating the PD, while itself not causing any immediate

tissue length offset and allowing continued elongation (as

pPSM compression remains intact in short term), results in NC
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and NT that elongate further than the PSM (Figures 4D and S6B).

Conversely, ablating axial tissues causes the pPSM from both

sides to merge on the midline and continue to grow from the

PD. This results in an axial PSM that elongates further than the

NC/NT (Figures S6D–S6F). Coupled together, these mechanical

interactions produce local mechanical heterogeneity causing

distinct spatial-temporal dynamics of different tissue ablation

sites, which we reproduced both in silico and in vivo (Figure S7).

DISCUSSION

Cellular Responses to Extrinsic Morphogenetic Forces
Our study identifies inter-tissue forces as a key element in coor-

dinated morphogenesis. This opens new avenues of investiga-

tion of specific cellular mechanisms that respond to these forces

and potential cross-talks with other cellular changes taking place

at the same time. For example, for new PSM cells, the exit from

the PD andmigration into the pPSM are not only cell movements

but are also accompanied by drastic changes of the cell state.

During primitive streak regression, PSM progenitors located in

the anterior primitive streak region upregulate Wnt and FGF

signaling, undergo epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT),

and gain enhanced motility. After tailbud formation, the PD terri-

tory becomes located at the tip of the NC and NT (the posterior

wall of the chordo-neural hinge), which expresses both Sox2 and

Brachyury (a neural and a mesodermal marker, respectively) and

continues to producemotile mesodermal precursors at a smaller

spatial scale (Sun et al., 1999; Tzouanacou et al., 2009; Olivera-

Martinez et al., 2012; Denans et al., 2015; Oginuma et al., 2017).

In fish, the equivalent of the PD (called Dorso-Medial Zone)

Figure 6. Axial Push Can Drive PD Movement

and Cell Addition

(A and B) Schematics of the magnetic pin experi-

ment set up. Top (A) and cross-sectional (B, corre-

sponding to the section marked by the blue dashed

line in A) views, respectively. The redline indicates

the inserted pin and the cyan block shows the

magnet (movable). The pin is perpendicularly in-

serted in the initial position. It rotates around the

entry point of the vitelline membrane (V.Mem.). The

medium is the semi-liquid albumin agar mix of the

embryonic culture allowing pin rotation. See also

Figure S6A.

(C) Example of pNC replacement with pin (left) and

the push along the posterior direction after the

magnet is moved in range (right). With magnet, the

embryo can be seen stretched, and NT walls

(marked by dashed lines) at the insertion site show

expansion under stress. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(D) Elongation after pNC ablation by the pin. Exam-

ples of phenotype after 4 h with or without magnet.

The pin was removed and the embryo was cleaned

before imaging. Asterisks mark the pNC ablation

and pin insertion site. Yellow lines mark the pNT

span over the ablation site to measure PD posterior

displacement.

(E) Cell dispersion is followed by pNC ablation and

pin insertion. Top images show the labeled spot (DiI,

green) of ventral midline PSM cells (arrows). Before

the microsurgery and incubation, they occupy a

narrow LM range compared with the pNC (dashed

boxes). Middle images are 3D projected confocal

images showing the ablation/insertion sites (aster-

isks) and cell dispersion span (Orange bracket) after

4 h. Note that the cells have dispersed to wider LM

ranges than pre-operation in both experiments.

Bottom images are enlarged views showing cells

that have migrated significantly laterally (arrow-

heads).

(F and G) Quantification of elongation (F, p = 0.002)

and cell dispersion (G, p = 0.011) corresponding to

(D) and (E), respectively. t tests. Error bars: ±SD.
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exhibits coherent cell movements (Lawton et al., 2013) suggest-

ing an epithelial-like organization similar to that of the epiblast.

More posteriorly in the tailbud, cells move incoherently, become

specified to PSM and migrate laterally, causing increased tissue

fluidity (Mongera et al., 2018), which may propagate mechanical

information to anterior tissues (Das et al., 2019). We showed that

the axial pushing force on the PD regulates this lateral migration

of new PSM cells in the chick. However, whether a mechanistic

link exists between the axial force and the EMT of progenitors re-

mains to be investigated as the movement does not directly

measure PSM production. On one hand, we found that in the

absence of axial tissues, the PSMs from both sides merge and

continue to grow from the PD and eventually form somites along

the midline (which are larger and mislocated) indicating normal

PSM differentiation, suggesting that the axial force controls

morphogenesis but not cell-fate specification. On the other

hand, we found a decrease of PSM cell motility in axial ablation

experiments suggesting that the axial pushmay contribute to the

upregulation of FGF signaling in the PD, which is important for

both EMT and PSM cell motility (Sun et al., 1999; Bénazéraf

et al., 2010). Interestingly, mechanically driven FGF upregulation

was recently reported in the context of branching morphogen-

esis in the embryonic lung explants (Nelson et al., 2017). Our sim-

ulations also predict the force experienced by single cells

through their movement in the tissue, which may influence their

differentiation, in particular, we predicted PSM cells to sense a

reversing net force over time. Future studies involving imaging

of force or signaling reporters and in vivo mechanical perturba-

tions will be important to test these possibilities.

ForceGeneration by Cell Dynamics in the Posterior PSM
The physical mechanism linking the movements of PSM cells

and the tissue-level expansion remains to be clarified. A jam-

ming-transition model relates PSM cell movement to tissue me-

chanical properties (Mongera et al., 2018) but does not account

for the source of internal stress that drives expansion. In our

computational model, the force arises as highly motile cells

collectively increase the space they occupy through agent repul-

sion.While this simple assumption proved effective for us to con-

nect the observed compression and its dependency on cell

motility, and to subsequently recapitulate tissue shape changes

and cell trajectories, the process in vivo is likely different and in-

volves the remodeling of the extracellular matrix (ECM) driven by

the net sum of forces exerted by single cells. Consistent with this

hypothesis, fibronectin fibers in the posterior PSM follow a

movement pattern that is identical to the average movement of

the cells (Bénazéraf et al., 2010). Unlike the cells, the fibers do

not show local random movement. Our 2D model also does

not include the surface and interface ECM between tissues,

whose mechanical role is supported by the observations that

knocking-down fibronectins leads to a decoupling of PSM and

axial tissues, causing defects in NC and NT morphogenesis in

zebrafish (Dray et al., 2013; Guillon et al., 2020). These elements

may be added to a future agent-mesh hybrid model and

extended to 3D.

In addition to producing compression on the lateral sides, the

pPSM expansion also creates an AP pushing force alongside the

axial tissues from the underlying random cell motility (Regev

et al., 2017). The presence of this force is supported by the

Figure 7. A Mechanical Feedback Loop Cou-

ples Elongating Tissues

(A) Schematic ventral view of observed tissue ge-

ometry and cell behavior in PSM, NC, NT, and PD.

Red cells, NC cells (polarized shape); blue cells,

PSM cells (mesenchymal); purple lines, NT folds on

the dorsal side. Arrows show cell movement.

(B) A conceptual mechanical positive feedback loop

that couples co-elongation of tissues.

(C) Movement of labeled midline PSM cells. Two DiI-

labeled clusters immediately posterior to the pNC

are followed in control and pPSM ablation experi-

ments (asterisks indicate the ablation sites). After

pPSM ablation, the labeled clusters move less

posteriorly (arrowheads) and remain concentrated

(cells did not disperse as much) as compared with

the control. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(D) A close-up view of labeled clusters showing the

dispersion of single cells. The brackets measure the

AP and LM spread of the cells over time. Scale bar,

100 mm. See also Video S7.

(E) The LM spreads measured as in (D) are

compared between control and pPSM ablation

groups as a ratio between 3 and 0 h. Error bars: ±SD.

Asterisk: p = 0.004. t test.
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observation that PSM tissue can elongate on its own posteriorly

without NC (Charrier et al., 1999; this study). The importance of

this force in elongation is further evidenced by the ability of

PSM to elongate to some extent even when PD is ablated (i.e.,

no new PSM cells, Bénazéraf et al., 2010; this study). While

this pushing force appears weaker compared with the axial force

as gel implants deform most in the midline, it is sufficient to

continue elongation by pushing the PD posteriorly as a joint

midline PSM (this study). To further dissect the contribution of

axial and paraxial forces in elongation, it is important to design

and adapt quantitative tools of mechanical measurement for

very small (orders of 10–100 mm) live embryonic tissues (Ser-

wane et al., 2017; Mongera et al., 2018).

Robustness and Self-Maintenance of Axis Elongation in
a Coupled System
Our findings reveal a mechanical positive feedback loop coordi-

nating elongation across germ layers. This situation is reminis-

cent of that observed during elongation of the Drosophila em-

bryo where extrinsic forces generated by the mesoderm and

the invaginating gut, coupled with intrinsic forces from cell reor-

ganization, lead to AP extension of the epithelial germ band (But-

ler et al., 2009; Lye et al., 2015; Collinet et al., 2015). Whether

similar mechanical coupling occurs in the body axis of other ver-

tebrates remains to be investigated, as there aremany tissue and

cellular differences between species and stages of elongation

(reviewed in Mongera et al., 2019). It is tempting to speculate

that our model may also play a role in other contexts because

it provides some advantages in addition to coordinating elonga-

tion rates. For example, the FGF-dependent PSM cell motility

sets a relationship between pPSM expansion and cell density,

such that the compression on axial tissues increases when

motile cells become more packed. This means that temporarily

slower axial convergencewill elicit stronger compression leading

to correction. Such a mechanism could also play a role in

ensuring the robustness of straight elongation (bilateral symme-

try), as bending to one side will encounter increasing resistant

pressure that increases with curvature, making it difficult to

form large curvatures. This might provide a mechanical explana-

tion to the recent observation that disordered cell motion in the

posterior PSM is required for the bilateral symmetry of paraxial

mesoderm formation (Das et al., 2017).

Our model also explains the self-maintenance of axis elonga-

tion. Transplantation of the Node to an ectopic location such as

the area opaca can induce a new embryonic axis, which un-

dergoes posterior elongation similar to that of the endogenous

AP axis (Waddington, 1932). Our simulation shows that the gen-

eration of elongation behavior does not necessarily require either

the formed portion of the axis or any global cues that direct cell

movement (while they could still contribute to elongation, Yang

et al., 2002), but only a minimal set of tissues (namely pPSM,

pNC/pNT, and PD) arranged around and inducible by the Node

(the initial symmetry breaking). As long as a PD (the fuel tank)

that produces high motility PSM cells (combusting fuel) con-

tinues to function under the corresponding inductive signals,

the positive feedback loop (the engine) can kick start locally

and drive posterior Node movement, leaving a patterned body

axis behind. Consistent with this analogy, elongation can termi-

nate naturally when progenitors run out due to suppression of

signals supporting PD proliferation (no more fuel, Denas et al.,

2015) or in situations when signals (e.g., FGF) supporting the

‘‘combustion’’ are depleted (Bénazéraf et al., 2010).
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fluorender.html
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by Ozark egg company. Eggs were kept in monitored 15�C fridge for storage and 37.5�C �60% humidity egg incubators for incu-

bation. HH stage 4-12 embryoswere used. Sex as a variable is not relevant at the stages studied. All procedures have been approved

by Harvard Medical Area (HMA) Standing Committee on Animals.

METHOD DETAILS

Embryo Preparation
Whole embryo explant cultures were prepared using filter paper extraction (Chapman et al., 2001). Two adjacent 0.5cm holes are

punched on a 2cm x 2cm piece of filter paper (Whatman). Eggs were opened into a petri dish where the embryo will be found

near the top of the yolk. The thick albumin is swept aside gently with small filter paper pieces with a tweezer. The holed filter paper

is then lowered to attach to the vitelline membrane with the holes allowing embryos to be viewed. The vitelline membrane is then cut

around the filter paper to release the embryo. The filter culture embryo is then rinsed in PBS to remove excess yolk. Cleaned embryo

is placed on a 3.5cm petri dish containing 2ml of semi-liquid culture media made with the following formula (per 100ml of culture

media): Part A: 50ml Albumin (beaten for 15min) then supplement with 0.8ml 20%D-Glucose (Sigma); Part B: 0.3g BactoAgar (Sigma)

solved in 50ml water in a microwave then supplement with 1.23ml 5MNaCl. Warm part A and cool part B to 55�C in a water bath. Mix

thoroughly and add to petri dishes before gelation. The embryo cultures are maintained in a slide box with wet paper towels in the

37.5�C �60% humidity egg incubators except when surgeries or snapshot imaging are performed.

Dye Labeling, Injections, and Electroporation
314ss embryos were used for cell labeling. 2.5mg/ml DiI in ethanol was diluted in PBS to 0.5mg/ml before injection. The injection

solution was loaded into a sharp-tipped glass needle and injected by mouth pipetting from the ventral side of the embryo into spots

in different tissues (e.g., PSM, NC, the Node, and primitive streak). For over-expression of transgenes, DNA solutions (pBI-EGFP,

pBI-FGFRdn, and pCIRX-rtTA-Advanced, Bénazéraf et al., 2010) were injected from the ventral side into the anterior primitive streak

of HH stage 4-5 embryos, followed by electroporation using a NEPA21 type II electroporator (NEPA GENE) in PBS. The pulse setting

is at 6V, 150ms interval, 25ms duration per pulse, and 3 pulses per embryo. For PSM expression, the electrode targets the anterior

primitive streak (the injection site). For NT expression, the electrode targets the area slightly anterior and flanking the Node. Embryos

were checked for fluorescence and development 12hr later. Poorly developed and low/mis-expressed embryos were excluded from

imaging and analysis. For the induction of dnFGFR1 expression in the PSM, embryos were incubated on plates with 2mg/ml of dox-

ycyclin (Sigma). Imaging was started 2-3hrs after the incubation started to allow transgene induction. FGF signaling inhibitor

PD173074 (Sigma) was solved in DMSO and diluted to 2mM in PBS before use. �20mL solution or DMSO control was dropped on

each cultured embryo on the ventral side. Blebbistatin (Sigma) was diluted to 70mM in PBS from DMSO stock (25mM) before use.

�50mL solution or control was dropped on the ventral side. For injections of PBS, WNT5A and WNT10 (R&D systems, recombinant

human/mouse), 10mg/mL protein solution in PBS was loaded in a glass pipette and injected into the anterior portion of the pPSM

close to both sides of the NT/NC, or into the NT apical side directly through the NC and floorplate.

Surgeries, Gel Implants, and Pin Experiments
8-12ss embryos were used for surgery experiments. Surgeries were performed under a Leica M90 dissecting scope. Cutting was

performed with an electrolysis sharpened steel or tungsten needle from either the ventral or dorsal side, for PSM/NC or NT, respec-

tively. In the ventral surgeries, endoderm was cut open first and gently peeled aside, followed by shallow cutting into the mesoderm

while avoiding damaging the neural ectoderm and epiblast. In the dorsal surgeries, the vitelline membrane over the surgery site was

first slit in themiddle and gently peeled on either side tomake a triangular shape opening, followed by cutting around the neural plate/

NT area, care was taken to minimize damage to NC and endoderm. The wound areas were gently brushed by the needle to removal

cells. For transplant, the comparable region of the donor was cut intact and moved out of wound with a tungsten rod. The tissue was

then transferred with a micropipette loaded with PBS to the host. A smaller opening was cut open at the desired location and the

transplant was gently pushed in. For gel implant, the cleared cut opening either received an injection of 1% (w/v) alginic acid sodium

(Sigma Aldrich) solution, or a small piece of pre-formed soft alginate gel (40:1 mix with 5% (w/v) calcium chloride solution). Injected

alginic solution formed gel with calcium ion in the embryo culture and integrated much better than transplant of pre-formed gel. The

deformation results of both methods were qualitatively similar (e.g., transplanted: Figure S2D; injected: Figure S2E) even though the

transplanted gel (higher stiffness,�100 Pa, Banerjee et al., 2009) shows less deformation. Gels preparedwith higher concentration of

calcium ions (20:1 or 10:1mix with 5% (w/v) calcium chloride solution) or agarose gels do not show significant deformation as tracked

by themovement of encapsulated beads (For example, 0.5% agarose with amodulus in the order of 1k Pa [Markert et al., 2013], data

not shown). Between 20 to 45min of healing and integration was allowed before mounting the host for imaging. For steel pin (MIN-

UCIE, stainless, No.15, �40mm) insertion, the tip of the pin is cut to around 1cm long. The pin is held with a tweezer and inserted

between the neural folds into the culture medium from the ventral side after pNC ablation until only a small head remains level

with the embryo. The embryo culture dish is placed in a bigger dish where the magnet is placed. Both distance and angle from

the embryo to the magnet are adjusted by hand under a dissecting microscope to get optimal pin movement. The magnet and angle

are fixed once proper pin rotation and tissue deformation under the pushing force can be seen and the configuration stays the same

through a 4hr incubation.
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Imaging
Bright field and fluorescent images of the embryos were taken with a Leica M205 fluorescent microscope. Embryo culture dishes

were kept in a slide box with wet paper towel. The box was kept in the egg incubator at all times except image taking (�5 min for

10 embryos). For confocal timelapse imaging, the embryo (cultured as explant on filter paper) was mounted ventral or dorsal side

down on a 50mm glass bottom dish (MatTek) pre-warmed to 37.5�C. A thin layer of albumin-agarose medium (200ml) was plated

on the cover glass before mounting. The sample was then imaged on an inverted Zeiss confocal 780 with heating stage and envi-

ronmental chamber to maintain temperature and humidity. Typical imaging set up for videos such as Video S1: Imaging space:

1.4x1.4x0.15 mm; voxel size: 1.4x1.4x2.5mm; time coverage: 15-20h; temporal resolution: 2-3min; lasers: 561nm 0.4%, 488nm 3%.

Image Analysis
Dissecting scope images were analyzed by drawing lines over features of interest (e.g., length, wound width, notochord width, etc.) in

PowerPoint (Microsoft) or Fiji (ImageJ). For elongation, the AP level of somite 2-3 were chosen as the reference point (except where it is

noted differently in Figure legends). The distance increase between the reference point and the Node was used to calculate elongation

speed. For confocal timelapse videos, the original .lsm (Zeiss) files were rendered into 3D maximum projection videos in FluoRender

and compiled to videos in Fiji. Cells were tracked on this video with the Manual Tracking plugin in Fiji. For cell density measurements,

region of interest was selected from PSM z-stack images for fluorescent intensity or nuclei count in Fiji. Tracking results and measure-

ments were processed in Matlab (Mathworks) with custom scripts. A track of themoving Node and a track of the anterior midline were

used to linear transform the coordinates of cells to anterior-posterior / lateral-medial axes before all position and speed calculation.

Modeling
All models were coded in Matlab. Detailed documentation is provided below. The model can be downloaded following the link in the

Key Resources Table.

1. Model Design and Protocol

The goal of themodel is to test what types of tissue behavior emerge from cells behaving under simple rules. Tissue geometry and cell

activities break the homogeneity and symmetry and underlie these behaviors, although they act with a number of other interactions

that should be accounted for in the model. For simplicity and feasibility, the tissue is modeled as a field of cells on a 2D plane with

boundaries. The field is seeded with a finite number of cells (much fewer than in actual tissues for feasibility but geometry and pro-

portions are kept) with user defined properties including position, velocity and cell type. Time is introduced as number of iterations for

the field to evolve. At each iteration, a cell receives a net "force" defined by its position, previous velocity, type, and motility (Equa-

tion 1, implementation of each term is explained in Model assumptions and implementation details). This force causes it to change

position and velocity. Collectively the field evolves to a new pattern. Additionally, functionalities are build-in to allow new cells to be

added or specific cells to be removed during simulation, to provide tools for assessing progenitor addition and tissue surgery exper-

iments. A chemotaxis gradient generator is also included but was kept off for the present study.

dx

dt
=

X
IðxÞ+

X
BðxÞ � bv +RðxÞ (Equation 1)

To use the model, copy all provided scripts to the working folder of Matlab. Run simulation.m. In this script, a user can define the

geometrical and interaction parameters (to be discussed in detail in Model assumptions and implementation details), as well as num-

ber of iterations in one simulation, rounds of independent simulations, andwhether a perturbation cut on the tissue is performed (to be

discussed in detail in the section after the next). To create a video, specify a "moviename" string variable and use command:

">>makemovie2(Data,N+NewN,chemoN,tipN,NCN,boundary,moviename)"

2. Model Assumptions and Implementation Details

Themodel includes both symmetry breaking and non-symmetry breaking assumptions. The former dictates the emergent patterns of

the field. The assumptions and their rationale, impact and implementation are described below:

Non-symmetry Breaking.

1. Repulsion between cells: when cells move close to each other, a repulsion force is generated as a function of distance. This

assumption shows the basic volume constrain where no two cells could occupy the same position. This assumption provides

the basis for force transduction in the system and is key for implementation of several other assumptions. It alone however

does not cause any symmetry break or pattern evolution. The strength of repulsion is controlled by parameter alpha. The inter-

action term for a given cell ðIiÞ is calculated as Equation 2:

IiðxÞ = a$
X
j

rij � R

rij
ðrij %RÞ

IiðxÞ = 0ðrij > RÞ (Equation 2)

In which rij =
��xi � xj

��. R is the cell diameter.
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2. Viscosity/friction: a resistance against the cell’s velocity is added at each simulation, to mimic the fact that cells move in a

viscous tissue environment where inertia is not important. This force ensures that simulated cells do not project out of the tis-

sues. The strength of viscosity is controlled by parameter beta. In Equation 1, the calculation gives a force in the opposite

direction proportional to the step of movement ðvÞ from the previous time point.

3. Repulsion between cells and boundary: when cells run into a boundary it is bounced back similarly as it runs into a cell (Equa-

tion 3). This repulsion is not particularly important for the simulation. The parameter controlling which is set to equal alpha. In

addition, the size of tissue field and cell field can be set by parameters boundary and boundaryc.

BiðxÞ = a$
rib � R=2

rib
ðrib %R =2Þ

BiðxÞ = 0ðrib >R =2Þ (Equation 3)

In which rib = jxi � xbj. xb is the location of the boundaries.

Symmetry Breaking.

1. Geometrical layout: in the standard configuration, the model places the NT/NC cells (analogously referred to as NC cells in

subsequent descriptions and themodel codes) in between two flanking PSMcell groups (controlled by parameter NCN assign-

ing NC cell type to the designated cell ID numbers). The progenitor domain that adds new PSM cells is placed posterior to the

end of NC cells (controlled by parameter tipN). In the standard configuration, the parameter tipN restricts a particular NC cell

(the tipN cell) at the posterior (open) end of the tissue to only move anterior-posteriorly (no free medial lateral movement that

could arise due to small number of cells). A medial-lateral line posterior to the tipN cell at a specified distance defines the entry

point of the new cells, thereby serving as the PD domain in the simulation. This layout is analogous to the actual embryo.

2. New cell addition: in the standard configuration, the model adds 80 new PSM cells to the existing field of 200 cells (controlled

by parameters N, NewN). The cells are added periodically with parameters available to control the frequency, number and

pattern of addition in gastrulation.m. At each time when new cells are to be added, their AP locations are determined by

the location of the tipN cell, thereby following the movement of the PD. The tipN cell and the new cells otherwise follow the

same mechanical interactions as any other cells in the field. This reflects the actual constant PSM cell production in the pro-

genitor zone and the new PSM cells emerge from the dorsal side to the ventral midline. In the current study the cell addition is

either stable throughout simulation or shut down completely following removal of the PD.

3. Randommotility gradient across the field in the PSM cells: in the standard configuration, the model implements a simple linear

motility gradient as a function of the PSM cell’s distance to the PD/pNC boundary (as marked by the location of the tipN cell).

The motility is produced with a random number to control direction and magnitude, with parameter gamma controlling overall

magnitude (Equation 4).

RðxÞ = g$ðC� jxAP � xAPðtipNÞjÞ$rdnð1Þ (Equation 4)

NC/NT cells are assumed to not have this motility. This assumption is justified by the observation of the exact type of motility

gradient in the PSM in previous studies and the current study (Figure 1), and its known regulation by FGF signaling (also validated

in this study, Figures 3 and S3). This assumption includes cell property and a geometry asymmetry and is the key assumption of

the model.

4. Polarity of NC cells: in the standard configuration, the model takes into account NC cell’s medial-laterally polarized shape by

using a parameter ncp to bias the intercalation preference, implemented as differential repulsion strengths along different axes.

When the value of ncp is bigger than 1, it means a medial-laterally elongated cell that would intercalate more easily medial-

laterally than anterior-posteriorly (Equation 5). This assumption is justified by the polarized NT cell shapes in previous studies

and its known regulation by WNT/PCP signaling (also validated in this study, Figures S4 and S5).

IAPðxÞ = ncp$a$
jxAPðiÞ � xAPðjÞj

rij

ILMðxÞ =
�

1

ncp

�
$a$

jxLMðiÞ � xLMðjÞj
rij

(Equation 5)
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5. Adhesion in the anterior: an adhesion gradient fromAP in the PSM (implemented as reduced repulsion in the anterior) is used to

mimic the same observed properties in vivo. The simulations however show that its impact on elongation is minimal. This is

consistent with the observation that the main driver of elongation is the posterior PSM where adhesion is low. For this reason,

adhesion is not further investigated in the model or tested in wet lab experiments in this instance.

3. Simulations

This section describes a more detailed account for the simulations. After specifying parameters described in the previous section.

The user goes on to determine number of iterations (time). Sufficient time is often needed for the field to evolve into a stable state. The

sum of parameters Tcut and Tcut2 is the total number of iterations. This is split into two parts as the algorithm provides an opportunity

of tissue cutting perturbation in between, so that the model takes the specified removed cells out of the interactions during Tcut2. To

specify a region to cut, the user can either select one that is pre-specified in the script (cutmatrix) or write a new one. Note that this

region should be a non-zero-area box (or boxes) that are within the boundary parameter otherwise it will not have an effect. By con-

trolling parameter sc, the user can also specify how many independent runs the simulation runs.

4. Result Analysis

The output of simulaiton.m includes a cell array named "Data", in which the cut perturbation info and the whole simulation are re-

corded. A user can obtain any cell’s position and transient velocity as a function of time (iteration number) and use logic index to

obtain information of interest. The elongation speeds, time average cell velocities and regional density changes are computed

from "Data" using simple custom scripts.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical Analysis Summary
Quantitative results generated from the image analysis were sorted into experimental groups and Student’s t test is performed with

Excel (Microsoft) andMatlab (Mathworks) to compare the results with p<0.05 considered significant difference. The type of statistical

tests, exact value of n, definition of center, and dispersion and precisionmeasures are all precisely defined in each figure legend in the

manuscript.

Statistical Considerations in Study Design
Sample size: For qualitative yes/no tests where the distinction is clear (e.g., direction of gel deformation) and no exceptions were

observed, sample size is at least 3. For quantitative comparisons (e.g., elongation speed), at least 3 samples per group are used

per experiment. >=5 samples are used to in key groups. This sample size is in line with literature and is preferred for consistency

andminimizes system errors that might be introduced between groups when total experiment time becomes too long (>2 hrs), taking

into consideration the time consuming procedure of embryo preparation and individual surgical operations. Replications were per-

formed to confirm the results. For cell behavior analysis, >30 individual cells were tracked through the duration of the videos (hun-

dreds of time points). Before applying t tests, the measurements were normalized to the mean and pooled for a chi square goodness

of fit test. The tests suggest that the variabilities observed in cell speed, elongation speed, convergence speed, tissue width, and cell

spread do not come from a distribution significantly different (p>0.05) from a normal distribution. Data exclusions: NO data point ex-

clusions in any analysis. In sample preparation and before data collection, embryos that show unspecific developmental abnormal-

ities or lack of labels (indicating failed electroporation or injection) were discarded. This health and technical screen is applied in an

unbiasedmanner to all experimental and control groups. Replication: All wet experiments reported have been replicated at least once

(key experiments 3 or more times) with a different batch of eggs (shipment in a different week) and new preparation of reagents (cul-

ture and imaging plates, injection needles and labeling reagents (different aliquots of the same source)). The same dissecting tools,

imaging protocols and microscopes were used during replications. Modeling experiments were replicated at least 10 times for each

type of simulation run. Randomization and Blinding: In each embryonic experimental test involving groups of embryos, all embryos

were incubated, prepared and handled together except for the particular experimental condition(s) being tested. After an initial health

screen of all embryos, the investigators do not use any criteria or variables when allocating embryos into control and experimental

groups. Blinding is not possible for surgical perturbations on the embryos as data collection and analysis require the investigator to

look at the images where the type of surgical perturbation is clearly visible. For chemical treatment and injections on the embryo, a

look-up table (relating operation to sample number) is generated at the operation time and is not referred to during data collection and

analysis. Only when analysis is complete is the look-up table linked to sort the results into different experimental groups. Blinding is

not applicable in confocal video experiment or modeling as the test conditions are clearly affiliated with the samples throughout data

acquisition and analysis.
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Figure S1. Live imaging and cell tracking in the elongating chicken embryo, related to Figure 1 
(A) Examples of live imaging in widefield fluorescence. Whole Tg(CAG:GFP) chicken embryos (ventral view) at 
indicated somite stages (ss) are shown. Boxes show imaged regions in (B) Scale bar: 1mm. 
(B) Examples of confocal cellular live imaging. 3D maximum projections of confocal stacks (ventral view) of the 
elongating axis are shown. Ubiquitous GFP signal is shown in red, green clusters show DiI labeled sites and cells. 
These cells were labeled in the PD and many of them later become PSM cells that flank the NC while some 
remain in the PD (B’). Scale bar: 100µm. 
(C) Example of cell tracking. Single cell tracks (n=46) obtained by manual tracking (Movie S1) are plotted over the 
duration of the movie (~15h). Asterisks mark the trajectory (bold black) of the end of NC/Node area. A, anterior, P, 
posterior (same below). Scale bar: 100µm. 
(D) Fate map of labelled cells colored as different groups posterior to NC. Blue circled cells and some Green 
circled cells are in the PD at 0h. Red circled cells either are NC progenitors or did not yet exit the midline in the 
duration of the movie (remaining in the PD). Somites and NC are distinguishable in the top and center of the right 
panel. Scale bar: 100µm. 
(E) Short-term cell movement analysis using high resolution movie (~1h) overlay. Fire color shows progressing of 
time (colder is earlier). NC cells in the middle show directional posterior movement whereas PSM cells on both 
sides do not show directional bias indicating short-term random motility. Scale bar: 100µm. 



 

 



 
Figure S2. pPSM compresses axial tissues and is important for axial elongation, related to Figure 2 
(A-C) Effects of tissue ablation on elongation speed. The embryo image (A) shows different ablation sites (ventral 
operations) with colors corresponding to elongation speed measurements in (B). (C) shows pNT ablations (dorsal 
operations) with its own control. Each mark represents an embryo followed over a 6-hour window after surgery. 
pPSM, pNC, pNT and PD ablations result in significant reduction of elongation speed (asterisks, p<0.05, t-tests). 
aPSM, aNC and pLP (lateral plate) ablations do not (p>0.05, t-tests). pNT/pNC double ablation results in a 
stronger reduction than pNT alone (p=0.02, t-test, panel C). 
(D) Gel replacement of pPSM. Asterisks, gel implant sites. Widening of the gel flanked portion is observed in 4/4 
embryos. Scale bar: 500µm. 
(E) Foil insertion between the pNC and PD. The cross-sectional foils are ~200x200µm. 
(F) Gel replacement of pNC. Cross-section schematic shows the ablation of pNC from the ventral side. Only 
endoderm and pNC were ablated, NT is visible through the gel. Slight deformation of the gel can be observed 
through time. Dashed lines collect five fluorescent beads in the gel to a contour. The beads’ relative positions 
change, tracking gel deformation. The blue contour on the 3hpt (hours-post-transplant) image is identical to the 
red contour on the 2hpt image. The 3hpt contour (red) is narrower laterally than the 2hpt contour (blue) by an 
average negative strain in LM of ~5%, and is longer in AP (arrows) by ~6%. Anterior to the top.  
(G) Similar to (F) with injected gel. Implant boundary is visible and changes over time. Arrow marks protruding NC 
from anterior cut site. Scale bar: 200µm. 
(H) Quantified shape changes of the gel implant in (G). Length (l) is measured along the midline, width (w) is 
measured following the widest line perpendicular to the midline. Consistent narrowing was observed in n=7 
experiments. 
(I) Contours of the gel implant in (G). Scale bar: 200µm. 
(J-K) Gel replacement of pNT (dorsal view). Consistent narrowing was observed in n=3 experiments. The gel is 
likely extruded by the tissue in this case. Scale bars: 200µm. 
(L) Tracking of labeled NC cells. In this movie NC cells were labeled with DiI and movement of 7 cells were 
followed through time (colored circles). White dashed lines mark the lateral boundary of the NC. Asterisks mark 
pPSM ablation site. As the NC cells pass the ablation site, limited tissue convergence and cell-cell rearrangement 
are seen. In unperturbed posterior (post.) area, tissue narrowing and medial-lateral cell intercalation are apparent. 
Scale bar: 100µm. 



 

 



 
Figure S3. An agent(cell)-based model of co-elongation incorporating the cell motility gradient assumption, related 
to Figure 3 
(A) Cells are defined as circles (with certain radius controlling collision volume) in a plane (tissue space, 
extracellular matrix). Cells have two main variable attributes: position (x) and velocity (v). Velocity is the time 
derivative of position. 
(B) For each new iteration, a velocity is generated to change the cell’s position. The velocity is determined by the 
forces acting on the cell, which are functions of position and current velocity. The total force is a summary of 
repulsive interactions between cells (a function of the cell’s position and the positions of all other cells) due to 
collision volume (i.e., cells have volume and cannot occupy the same area), interaction with boundary (such as 
surface extracellular matrix of the PSM and neighboring tissues such as the lateral plate), effect of viscosity 
(resistant force against the current movement), and the only active movement component with a random direction 
and a magnitude as a function of position (i.e., the motility gradient generated by active cell behavior).  
(C-D) A random motility gradient causes differential expansion and pressure on confining boundaries. An initial 
square field of cells (red box) with a gradient of random motility expands over the unconfined (free) space. On a 
confined boundary, a pressure gradient can be recorded. In the PSM, a similar random motility gradient is 
observed, and isolated PSM expands preferentially posteriorly. The pressure generated can explain the 
compression experienced by the pNC/pNT. 
(E-F) Deformation of alginate gel implants after surgical ablation of aNC and pNC, respectively. Fluorescent signal 
(red) is GFP. Yellow dashed lines measure the shape and in-plane area of the gel. Note that the gel volumes are 
not expected to shrink under compression, the change of area results from gel deformation and flow in the 
direction perpendicular to the image plane. Scale bar: 100µm. 
(G) Normalized gel aspect ratio change. “l” measures the length along AP, “w” along LM. l/w ratios for each 
sample was normalized by the 0 hps data point. Dashed lines are average ratios. Asterisks mark significant 
difference between averages at 4 hps (*p=0.018, t-test). 
(H) Normalized gel top view area change. Similar to (G), l*w was normalized by 0 hps data point. 4 hps difference 
**p=0.004, t-test. 
(I) Cell density measurement by quantifying GFP intensity (green) or nuclei count using Tg(PGK1:H2B-chFP) 
quail line (red, Huss et al., 2015) from confocal image z-stacks. a.u., arbitrary units. 
(J) Model predictions of cell density along the PSM. Measured areas in the model were adjusted to match 
measured areas from data. Error bars: ±SD. /u.a., number per unit area. 
(K) Electroporation specificity into PSM cells. Image shows a representative embryo electroporated at stage 5 
with a membrane-Venus construct into the anterior primitive streak (PD) of a Tg(CAG:GFP) embryo. Confocal 
image was taken after 24 hours. Positive cells can be seen in the PD and the PSM but not in the midline NC. 
Scale bar: 100µm. 
(L-M) Converging (conv.) speed (±SD) of neural folds towards the midline (L) and elongation speed (±SD) of the 
axis (M) measured in 3 hours. n=5 for control and n=6 for dnMKK1, p<0.05, t-tests. 
(O-P) Examples of Blebbistatin treatment on gel deformations (see also Figure 4G). Scale bars: 100µm. (O) pNC 
gel implants. Pink color is from diffused rhodamine-B mixed with the alginate solution to better show initial gel 
shape. Blebbistatin treatment delays the smoothening of gel shape and deformation (red contours), suggesting a 
reduction of tissue force. (P) PD gel implants. Fluorescent beads (green) were mixed with the alginate to better 
show gel deformation. The beads are loosely trapped in the gel (cannot be washed off but can move). Lateral 
displacement of beads is seen and is delayed in Blebbistatin treatment. Gel is less compressed from the anterior 
in Blebbistatin treatment. 



 

 



 
Figure S4. Elongation and tissue dynamics after WNT5A injection, related to Figure 3 
(A-B) Time course of embryos after WNT5A injection at the anterior pPSM level (bracket). Top dashed line marks 
a fixed somite as the reference, bottom dashed line measures elongation. (A’-B’) are enlarged views with dashed 
lines showing the width of the NT. Asterisks mark the approximate injection location. Scale bars: 500µm. 
(C) Elongation speeds after WNT5A injections. The first 4 columns (from left) are injections only, at the injected 
tissue level indicated in the parenthesis (e.g., PSM, Node). The second 4 columns couple tissue ablation (e.g., 
PD, pNC) with injections. The NT data (injections only) is shown in a separate panel on the right as the controls 
were performed separately. Asterisks indicate significant difference (p<0.05, t-tests). 



 

 



 
Figure S5. pNT cell polarity and dynamics under WNT5A perturbation, related to Figure 3 
(A-C) Cell shape analysis using confocal images of cells in live embryos electroporated with a membrane-GFP 
construct in the NT (A, dorsal view), fixed embryos stained with DAPI in the NT (B, dorsal view), and live embryos 
electroporated with a membrane-Venus construct in the PSM (C, ventral view), respectively. Yellow dashed lines 
mark the apical/medial side of the neural fold. Scale bar: 100µm. 
(D-E) Quantification of cell shapes by the logarithm of the cell’s aspect ratio (lateral-medial length over anterior-
posterior length, LM/AP). In (D), NT cells show LM polarization which is reduced after WNT5A injection (n=20, 
*p=0.004, t-test). In (E), PSM cells show no shape polarization in either condition (n=10, p=0.8, t-test). Similar cell 
shape changes near the injected area were observed in the NT of all 4 injected embryos but none of 3 controls. 
(F) PSM cell motility gradient in a WNT5A injected embryo. 
(G) Distribution of tracked cells in a WNT5A injected embryo. The images are 3D maximum projections (dorsal 
view) of Tg(CAG:GFP) (shown in green) chicken embryos after injection of PBS (control) or WNT5A. Red circles 
highlighted randomly selected lateral cells at the beginning of the movies at the injected level (marked by 
asterisks). The pNT is seen in the middle undergoing convergence and elongation through NT cell intercalations. 
Mesenchymal pPSM cells can be seen flanking the NT. Yellow arrowheads mark the organized vs. disorganized 
NT areas between control and injected. Scale bars: 100 µm. 
(H) Tracking of NT cell intercalation dynamics. 20 cells in each condition were tracked. Average span is 
calculated using the average position of all cells along either LM or AP direction. Reduction of LM span and a 
corresponding increase of AP span (as in illustration) indicate cell intercalation. 
(I) Timing of slowdown of medial-lateral movement of midline PSM cells after different perturbations. >100 cell 
movement measurements were taken in each group. Mean speeds ± SD are plotted over time. The WNT5A 
injection group is similar to control at 0.5hr (n.s., p>0.05, t-test) and significantly lower at 3.5hr (**p<0.05, t-test). 
The surgery groups (pNT and pNC) are significantly lower already at 0.5hr (*p<0.05, t-tests). 



 

 



 
Figure S6. Decoupled elongation as a result of breaking the mechanical feedback loop, related to Figure 7 
(A) Magnetic pin stress estimation using alginate gels. The left images show the double dish set up used in the 
experiments. The sample dish (35mm) with the gel or embryo is placed on one end of the 60mm dish that holds 
the magnet. The steel pin is inserted vertically into a layer of alginate gels on top of the culture medium. Upon 
magnet addition, the pin rotates and causes a local compression on the gel. The amount of rotation is related to 
the gel strain. The force from the gel elastic deformation (FG) and the magnetic attraction force on the pin (FM) 
produce torques that balance to determine the rotation angle. The gels were made with indicated volume ratios 
(1:20 and 1:10) by mixing 5% (w/v) calcium chloride solution with 1% (w/v) alginic acid sodium solution. Given the 
observed strains on these gels that are much stiffer than the PD tissue, the estimated stress produced by the pin 
on the interface point is estimated to be much higher than the endogenous axial push (compare to [B]). 
(B) Gel implant to replace the progenitor domain (PD). Double headed arrows show the narrowing of the NT. Red 
dashed lines show the outline of the gel in contact with pNC and pPSM. Here NC becomes longer than PSM as 
the gel deforms to a heart shape. The dark dashed lines measure a change of the gel length in AP at the midline 
by ~15%. The gel is made by 1:40 mixing of 5% (w/v) calcium chloride solution with 1% (w/v) alginic acid sodium 
solution. 
(C) Summary illustration of microsurgery ablations that impact elongation rate. pPSM ablation causes a local 
delay but does not disrupt coupling. PD ablation results in longer axial tissues and axial ablation results in longer 
and centered PSM. 
(D) Left and right PSM merged at the site where pNC was ablated and elongation continued in the long term (>15 
hours-post-surgery). Right panel is a zoomed in view of the red box area in the left panel. Red arrow points to the 
region of PSM merging. The surgery ablation of pNC usually does not completely remove all NC progenitors, thus 
restoration of NC further posterior is usually observed. 
(E) Joined PSM formed large axial somites posterior to the pNC ablation site. Right panel is a zoomed in view of 
the red box area in the left panel. Here PSM becomes longer than NC. Note that the NT still co-elongated with the 
PSM. 
(F) Joined PSM on the dorsal side at the pNT ablation site (arrow). Ventral view shows an undamaged NC 
through the ablation site. Dorsal view show joint somites forming at the NT gap. In this case PSM becomes longer 
than NT while NC still co-elongated with PSM. Scale bar: 500µm. 



 

 
 
Figure S7. Model predictions of tissue mechanical dynamics, related to Figure 7 
(A) Schematic of surgery sites on the embryo corresponding to areas in the model. 
(B,D) Simulations of wound closure in response to ablation of PD and pNC. Time indicates number of iterations 
post-ablation. 
(C,E) Closure of rectangle wounds introduced on embryos as shown in (B) and (D), respectively. Red contours 
outline the shape of the openings. Note that these closing dynamics are much faster than when there is a gel 
implant. Scale bar: 500µm. 
(F) Summary of wound aspect ratio change. The ratios are plotted as LM over AP lengths, indicating spatially 
differential tissue forces. 
(G) Simulated cell density recovery (an approximate measure of wound closure) after cell deletion in the same 
area. Curves show the average of 30 simulations in each case. Markers ±SD at time 0 indicate cell density before 
surgery. pNC area is predicted to have the fastest recovery. 
(H) Time of complete wound closure by ablated tissues. PD n=17, pNC n=25, pPSM n=15. The majority of pNC 
wounds close under 1 hps, while the majority of PD wounds remain open. 
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